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A Friend of ALCA’s Forever
Jan Welsh and Kari Klatt
Mary Pitsch, Midwest Chapter Board Treasurer and
former Vice President has concluded her maximum
consecutive term on the Midwest Chapter Board of
Directors and we want to take this opportunity to
recognize Mary for leadership, advocacy, financial
acumen, creativity, enthusiasm and friendship. In
additional to the board positions she has held Mary
has also chaired the chapter mentorship program,
conference planning committees and participated at
the unit level with SE Wisconsin Unit which hosted
its second Midwest Chapter Conference this year.
When Mary does something she goes all-in and that is exactly what she did when she joined NAPGCM
in 2005. Mary knew the value of service and getting involved locally and regionally and she grew
personally and professionally from these experiences. Her thoughtful and informed approach has been
immensely helpful to our unit, chapter and national organization.
Mary obtained her MSW from the University of Wisconsin Milwaukee. Her prior experience in assisted
living, nursing homes and home care has been invaluable to her as a care manager and business
owner. It was not long before she founded her own company Embrace Care Management & Managed
Home Care in 2007. Soon her business was thriving and her husband John joined her. John shares,
“Mary has great compassion for her profession, clients, employees, family and friends. It has been
great watching her grow her business to what it is today.” Today they employ 70 caregivers, 2 social
workers, 2 RNs and 2 home care managers. Kelly one of their employees shared “Mary and John
constantly show “heart” in their business, treating their employees like family”. Embrace Care
Management & Managed Home Care received the Service of the Year Award from the Sheboygan
County Chamber of Commerce in 2013. Mary makes time to serve her community as past president of
the Rotary, co-chairing the local Alzheimer’s Association Memory Walk for 4 years, board member for
Consumer Credit Counseling/Advocacy Program and teaching at UW-Milwaukee. She also hosts
creative marketing events and puts on fun events for her clients around the holidays.
Mary works hard but also knows how to enjoy life. She is just plain fun to be with. Mary and John
make working together look easy. John shared “I cannot think of another job that I would rather do than
to work with my ‘wife partner’”. They also share a full life at the lake year round, boating, enjoying
supper clubs, an old fashioned and traveling when they can get away.
Mary will be our friend and yours forever. Stay tuned to what’s next for Mary. Based on her past track
record you can be sure it will be amazing.

PRESIDENTIAL
MOMENTS
JENNIFER BEACH, LSW, MA C-SWCM
CHAPTER PRESIDENT 2017-2019
Happy New Year Midwest Chapter!
I am Jenifer Beach and I have the honor and pleasure of being your MW Chapter President for the
next term. I am very excited and looking forward to this opportunity. I am fortunate and blessed to
be able work with such a fantastic and dynamic group of individuals that make up the MW Board
of Trustees. This year we welcomed 3 new trustees to our board: Tracy Olson from Western
Springs, Illinois, Maureen Jensen from Marquette, Michigan, and Sharon Greenstein-Gorman
from Chesterfield, Missouri. These three ladies plus our 10 other current board members create
an amazing team who is excited to give their time, talents and resources to providing great
leadership for the Midwest Chapter. With this team and our past-president Deb Feldman I know
together we will accomplish a great deal.
On January 18th, 2017 the MW Board of Trustees got together for the first time this year. We had
a full agenda and look forward to developing our yearly goals and updating our strategic plan. We
will keep the membership abreast of all the details through our quarterly newsletter, eblast and
information on our website.
This is such an exciting time for ALCA and all the opportunities presented to all of us as Aging Life
Care Professionals. Tom Kube, the new CEO for ALCA brings his experience wisdom and energy
to our association. We all look forward to getting to know him and thrive under his leadership.
Being the experts in the aging field offers so much opportunity to help individuals and families age
well. Together our cumulative strength in the field will continue to educate, promote and influence
the importance of our role as aging life care professionals.
I urge everyone to get involved in some way. Take advantage of the many benefits offered
through the ALCA. Make it a goal to attend a national or chapter conference this year, meet and
network with other ALCA professionals at your local unit or join in a Peer Case Conference call.
There are so many ways to grow, develop and improve your practice. This is the year to make a
difference, start by getting involved.
ALCA has about 2000 aging life care professionals nationwide with 300 in our Midwest Chapter
alone. We all have access and opportunities to such a great wealth of information, experience,
and knowledge. I am excited and looking forward to the new year and I hope all of you will work
towards our efforts to be the “go to “experts of aging well.
If you want to get more involved in the leadership of the Midwest Chapter or find out more about
our chapter do not hesitate to contact me. I look forward to talking, meeting and learning from
many new members this year.
All the best.
Jennifer

Editor’s Note: For this quarter newsletter’s theme “Clinical Practices”
we asked several experts from inside and outside ALCA to share
valuable information for your practices.

Staying Socially Active with Dementia
Jenni Miller-Francis
There are 5.4 million Americans living with Alzheimer’s disease or a related dementia and another 15
million involved in their care. Every 67 seconds, someone is diagnosed with Alzheimer’s in the United
States. The Alzheimer’s Association estimates that by 2050, the number of Americans with the disease may reach 13.8 million. These numbers are staggering and give all of us working with the aging
population a sense of urgency. That is also why the Alzheimer’s Association, researchers, scientists,
the National Institute on Aging (NIA), and others are leading the charge to discover ways to help prevent the onset of the disease and, once diagnosed, to slow the rate of change for as long as possible.
At the Alzheimer’s Association, we have led efforts to help spread awareness of lifestyle factors that
help maintain cognitive function both before and after diagnosis. Nationally, we instituted an “Early
Detection Matters” campaign to Know the 10 Signs of Alzheimer’s disease. Research demonstrates
that early detection, proper diagnosis, and immediate treatment lead to better outcomes for those affected. We share “10 Ways to Love Your Brain” – tips such as Break a Sweat and Fuel Up right -with everyone we meet with because everyone can benefit. These 10 ways fall into four broad categories: 1.) Physical health and aerobic exercise, 2.) Diet and nutrition, 3.) Cognitive activity, and 4.)
Social engagement.
Social withdrawal and isolation can be common responses to a dementia diagnosis for both the person with the disease and their care partner. This is one of the main reasons why the Alzheimer’s Association has focused on implementing social engagement programming across the country. In the
Greater Cincinnati area, our chapter has developed and expanded partnerships with community organizations to provide social engagement opportunities for people with memory loss and their care
partners. Some examples of our partner organizations are three local museums, the zoo, the parks
department, and a music organization.
Feedback from our constituents tells us that this is valuable programming. Not only do those with the
disease benefit from spending time with others in a similar situation, care partners report that the
these experiences are important to them as well. One care partner shared that she and her husband
really enjoyed the music program together because he was no longer able to sing in the church choir.
Other care partners have expressed gratitude for providing a safe place for social engagement with
their loved one.
While the number of people diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease or a related dementia climbs, the Alzheimer’s Association continues to support those with the diagnosis and their care partners. Providing
high-quality, meaningful social engagement programming is a vital way to continue growing a community where people with memory loss feel welcomed and connected.
Jenni Miller-Francis is a licensed social worker with over 20 years' experience in older adult services, family &
community engagement, youth development, and non-profit program management. She has worked for the
Alzheimer's Association since March and spent 16 years before that at The Center for Great Neighborhoods of
Covington Kentucky. Jenni has a Master of Science in Social Administration from Case Western Reserve University. She and her husband live in Covedale, a neighborhood in Cincinnati Ohio and have two sons.

Flu Season Has Arrived
Jan Welsh
Flu season is like the weather – we could have a snow storm or light flurries, a hurricane or
sunshine. We don’t know exactly what this year’s flu virus will bring but we know it will hit and hit
vulnerable populations (our clients) harder. It is highly contagious which is particularly problematic
in facilities, and people die from the flu or its complications every year. Although we cannot
completely avoid the flu, we have a responsibility to be informed.
Is it the flu or is it a cold? Tests can usually diagnose if done early but for most people the
critical issues end up having more to do with prevention, when to see a doctor, symptom
management and how to treat. The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) says:
The flu and the common cold are both respiratory illnesses but they are caused by different
viruses. Because these two types of illnesses have similar symptoms, it can be difficult to tell the
difference between them based on symptoms alone. In general, the flu is worse than the common
cold, and symptoms are more common and intense. Colds are usually milder than the flu. People
with colds are more likely to have a runny or stuffy nose. Colds generally do not result in serious
health problems, such as pneumonia, bacterial infections, or hospitalizations. Flu can have very
serious associated complications.
Flu shot: Yes or No: There are many misconceptions about the flu and the vaccine. As
Aging Life Care Professionals™, we must be aware of our own values. How do I feel about the flu
shot? And, am I going to get the vaccine? How do my values influence my clients and their
families? We consider whether our clients have the capacity to make the flu shot decision for
themselves and if not who has the decision-making authority?
We try to make sure our clients and their decision makers are informed. Misconceptions listed on
the CDC web site are:
•

People think they can get the flu from a vaccination.

•

Others think it is better to get the flu rather than the shot.

•

Some are concerned about adverse reactions to the vaccine (very rare per the CDC)

•

One does not need to get the shot every year.

Providing education about these misconceptions is important.
When facilities limit access as a response to spreading flu virus: There are issues of social
responsibility and community health to consider when advocating for our individual clients. Our
response depends on our faith in a facility’s administrative decision making. Visitors are asked to
stay away for as little as a couple days or, rarely, for as long as two weeks. Some facilities allow
ALCP’s access during restricted time and others do not. We need to ask questions and be
intelligent advocates. We can increase phone calls and questions, ask to speak to the physician
and others in charge if we are concerned about how things are being handled. We can discuss
sanitary procedures and the use of protective masks, offer suggestions such as in room dining or
reducing frequency rather than prohibiting visits.
Taking care of ourselves, our clients and our staff: Everywhere I looked, the top
recommendation for prevention was to WASH HANDS, OFTEN USING SOAP AND HOT WATER.
Colds and the flu are highly contagious during the first few days. There are over-the-counter

remedies to treat symptoms in addition to prescribed medications as indicated. It is important to
encourage our clients and staff to take care of themselves – eating a balanced diet, regular exercise,
eating fresh food, not sharing utensils and personal items as well as staying away from anyone who is
sick and staying at home when sick. Keeping hands away from one’s nose, eyes and mouth, covering
one’s mouth and nose when coughing or sneezing play a big role and are particularly challenging for
people with memory impairments or limited mobility and energy.
Know when to see a doctor and when to make sure our clients seek additional medical help:
•

When there are symptoms and the person is in a high risk group, which most of our clients
are (over 65)

•

Difficulty breathing

•

Chest or stomach pain

•

Dizziness or light headedness

•

Severe vomiting

•

Condition does not improve or worsens

The call may initially be just for advice but it is still recommended. Be sure to remind the person
answering the phone of the high risk status. The above suggestions are from the CDC web site and
Orenstein, 11/16/14.
In conclusion, “Flu is serious, flu is unpredictable, flu often doesn’t get enough respect,” said Dr. Tom
Frieden, Director or the CDC in a September press conference. Aging Life Care Professionals have
the responsibility to educate our clients and their families and our staff. We advocate for our clients
best interest while keeping ourselves safe, balancing client autonomy with the need for protection and
safety. Providing these services during flu season is important.
Jan has been helping seniors in matters of elder care for 18 years. She is owner of Special Care for
Older Adults, LLC and a Board Member of the Aging Life Care Association.
References:
There is a wealth of information at the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) web site
(https://www.cdc.gov/) including:
•

Influenza activity in the U.S.

•

Flu Basics: Symptoms, How flu spreads, Information on Higher Risk Groups and Information on the current
and past flu season

•

Information on Flu Vaccine safety, effectiveness and availability

•

Recommended Treatment

•

Frequently Asked Questions

Orenstein, Beth W.; Medically reviewed by Farrokh Sohrabi, MD. Everyday Health: The Flu: Self-Treat, See a
Doctor, or Go to the ER? 11/6/14. http://www.everydayhealth.com/news/flu-self-treat-see-doctor-go-er
Stifferlin, Alexandra. Time: This Year’s Flu Shot: What You Need to Know, 9/29/16,
http://time.com/4513013/flu-vaccine-influenza-shot/

Difficulties Seniors Face when
Dealing with Adult Children
Who Mean Well
Adele Lund
You love your children, you value the special relationships you have with them. It seems like yesterday
that they were young and you were teaching them how to read and write, how to handle the challenges
that every child faces as they navigate growing up. And then one day they're adults, with their own
family, and they're making their own decisions. A few more years pass, you begin to face some
challenges yourself, and it feels like role reversal, your adult children begin to make decisions for you.
So have you really changed roles, have you really become the child? Absolutely not!
I’ve written numerous articles pertaining to the challenges adult children have when their parents
encounter physical and cognitive difficulties. How can they do what’s right for their parents and how to
have difficult conversations about unwanted change?
Recently a lovely woman suggested that I should write about how seniors can communicate and deal
with their adult children. How they can cope with the feeling of becoming a child to their children. Note
I said “feeling” of becoming a child to their children. That’s the key.
Your adult children know you were once a child, but they’ve never experienced you at that stage of life.
They know you as mom and dad, and maybe as grandma and grandpa. Both of those roles denote
certain levels of experience and influence in their lives. So when they suddenly begin to see those they
love falter, when they see health setbacks take a toll, when they see this person who’s always taken
care of them needing a little assistance themselves, their first instinct is to take charge, to do for their
loved one what they’ve always done for them. It’s the least they can do.
It is in those transitional moments that adult children may act before they think. And therein lies the
disconnect. Here are a few words of advice I’ve gleaned from some of my senior clients experiencing
similar feelings. See if their words resonate with you.
• I don’t like the idea of needing your help. I enjoy being with you, I appreciate that you’re willing to do
things for me, but your taking over because you think you should doesn’t feel honoring. I know your
intentions are good, but it makes me “feel” even less independent.
• When you’re doing things for me, I feel guilty because I know you have such a busy life. If I thought
that you enjoyed doing those things for me, or that there was some gain for you, it would make me feel
less of a burden. (I once heard a son express it this way to his mother; “Mom, I enjoy spending time
with you, and it makes me feel useful when I’m able to do things for you. It’s easy for me to do, I’d
appreciate it if you’d let me.”)
• As my health has begun to fail I move a bit slower. It takes me longer to get ready and that causes
my children to get impatient with me at times. I know they love me, and I appreciate their willingness to
take me places when they have so many other things to do. But their frustration causes me anxiety
and that’s when our relationship gets strained. I wish it wasn’t so.

For over 40 years, Laureate Group, a local, family owned business has been helping older adults and
their families manage the challenges of aging. Laureate Group operates eight senior communities
throughout the Greater Milwaukee area. Additional resources can be found at:
blog.laureategroup.com • www.laureategroup.com • Laureate Cares: 262-832-7113
If you’ve had similar thoughts, I suggest you consider sharing them with your loved ones. They want to
do the right thing, and most of them don’t read minds! Give them, and yourself, the gift of
understanding one another. It’s all about communication.

New Member Spotlight
Joe Fisher
This issue for our Member Spotlight we’ve asked Joe Fisher of Renewal Care to fill us in on himself
and his practice
Tell us about your current practice?
I serve as the Director of Client Services of Renewal Care, a mission-driven organization that provides
holistic, person-centered homecare to individuals with memory loss. Much of our work centers on
supporting individuals in early-stage who need intellectual stimulation and social enrichment. To
provide this, we endeavor to match clients and care partners with shared hobbies, interests, and
values. Incorporating creative expression into our work, we actively recruit care partners with
backgrounds in art, music, and theater.
In addition to our memory care focus, we also have a special commitment to provide culturally
competent care to LGBT seniors.
How long have you been a member of ALCA? What is your best experience thus far?
I have been a member since May 2015. I have thoroughly enjoyed the two regional conferences I’ve
attended. I think community building is immeasurably beneficial in our work, both for care managers
and care partners.
Tell us something about your business that really helps you get results? What is an area of running
your practice where you want to grow your expertise?
I think it’s important to choose an area of specialization – which for us is memory care. Specialization
has enabled us to serve clients with very complex needs.
I am always interested in learning more about technological innovations that can enhance quality of
care. This is a rapidly evolving landscape with a lot of potential.
Tell us about a best clinical practice used in your business? What do you want to learn more about
from a clinical perspective?
Ironically, our best clinical practice is to lead with the non-clinical. When meeting a new client, we
spend the first hour getting to know him/her as a person. It’s a “glass-half-full” approach that paves
the way for a more open and candid discussion about a client’s health-related challenges towards the
end of the consultation.

Peer Case Teleconferences
Sign up now for an ALCA Peer Case Teleconference! These monthly meetings are part of your
member benefit package and are free to active members. These toll-free conference calls challenge us
to approach our unique day-to-day care management activities in creative new ways and meet ALCA
certification requirements for consultation/supervision too!
Advance registration is required. Watch for monthly e-blasts about how to take part.

2017 SCHEDULE

BECOME A PRESENTER

All Peer Case Teleconferences are held on the
third Wednesday of each month
at 4:00 PM CT / 5:00 PM ET

All members are welcome to volunteer to present a case (we encourage your participation)!

•

February 15

•

March 15

•

April 19

•

May 17

•

June 21

•

July 19

•

August 16

•

September 13

•

October 18

•

November 15

•

December 20

We need one volunteer each month. Units
are asked to encourage members to participate. Contact the committee member listed
below or your unit leader if you are interested
in presenting.
NOTE: cases can be past issues that you
want feedback on or a current challenging
case.
QUESTIONS?
Contact:
Beth Zurliene Hartman, MPH, BSN, RN, CMC
(618) 823-8485
ezurliene@charter.net
Maureen Jensen, BSN, BS, MPA, CCM
(906) 250-4975
mjensenmcm@gmail.com

“Our organization is full of such experienced and resourceful professionals. I
always appreciate everyone’s input and perspective on the challenges we face
with our clients. Peer Case Conferencing inspires me to be the best Care
Manager I can be by putting into use the suggestions presented to deal with
those challenges.”
- Peggy Slade-Sowders, Living Well Senior Solutions

Welcome New ALCA Members!
Tracy Book
New Albany, IN

Elizabeth Patterson
Bloomfield Hills, MI

Marie Brown
Chicago, IL

Julianne Pedersen, BA
Grand Forks, ND

Rebecca Chasey, AAS, CMC
Fort Wayne, IN

John Pokrandt
Chicago, IL

Laura DeMart, CAS, CCM, OTR/L
North Ridgeville, OH

Cheryl Probst, LSW
Dayton, OH

Bonnie DePalma, RN
Brimfield, IL

Nichole Swackhamer, MS/OTR
Bay City, MI

Ashley Jones
New Albany, IN

Jayne Thompson, CMC
Des Moines, IA

Ginger Jones
New Albany, IN

Maya Zello, MSW, LCSW
Oak Park, IL

Jennifer Kappes, RN, MSW
Carmel, IN

Kate Roden, MA, CPG
Buffalo, MN

Bruce Masterson
Chicago, IL

Midwest Chapter ALCA - UNIT LEADERS - 2017

Chicago: Julie Fohrman-Co-Chair
North Shore Geriatric Care Management –
Chicago, IL
(847) 780-4733 Julie@northshoregeriatric.com
Chicago: Tracey Olsen-Co-Chair
Age Well Solutions, LLC – Western Springs, IL
(708) 646-4543 traceyolsonlcsw@gmail.com
Cincinnati: Peggy Slade-Sowders
Living Well Senior Solutions – Cincinnati, OH
(513) 561-0222 pslade-sowders@erhinc.com
Cleveland: Bridget Ritossa
Careplan Geriatric Care Managers–
Chesterland, OH
(440) 476-9534 bridget@careplangcm.com
Detroit: Open— seeking volunteers
Illiana: Sara Moore
Illiana Care Solutions, LLC – State Line, IN
(765) 337-3995 saracares@hotmail.com
Indiana: Susan Wack
SW Professional Care Management, LLC –
Carmel, IN
(317) 496-7062 susanwack@gmail.com
Iowa: Jan Hannasch
Elderlife Consultants – Des Moines, IA
(402) 330-3079 janethannasch@gmail.com
Kansas City: Annice Davis White
The Caring Heart – Overland Park, KS
(913) 901-8666 thecaringheart@sbcglobal.net
Minneapolis: Open— seeking volunteers

We want this to be
THE Premium Newsletter for
Long Term Care & Geriatric Issues
Send us suggestions/info on:
•
Seminars
•
Educational Opportunities
•
Newsworthy Info
•
Personnel Changes

ADVERTISE NOW!
In the ALCA Newsletter
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“We’re always looking
for more NEWS!”
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